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Club Sorting Process

Step one: Separate out all glasses with Gold Frames.

- **Gold Frames**: They will be sold for the Gold metal value.
  - **Note**: The gold identifier (KGF) is usually on the bridge between the lenses, but it also can be on the eyeglass temples. Gold isn’t used anymore so it is only found on old style eyeglasses.
  - Box and label as **Gold Frames** for sending to the District Processing Center.

Step Two: Separate out all Special Brands (Maui Jim, Ray Ban, Paddle and Oakley) glasses (prescription or non, regular or sunglasses) and Cases in good condition.

- **Special Brands**: Box and label for sending to the District Processing Center.
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Step Three: Conduct a visual inspection for one (or more) of the following conditions to determine whether eyeglasses should be sent to ReSpec. The following should be boxed and labeled for ReSpec.

- Broken glasses (unless the frame is Gold).
- Cracked or scratched lenses
- Missing nose pads or broken parts
- Bent temples
- Chewed temple tips
- Prescription Sunglasses - look thru them – you will know if it’s a prescription

All glasses boxed and labeled for ReSpec should be sent to District Processing Center for final disposition.

Step Four: Separate out all non-prescription Sunglasses and Readers in good condition.

- **Non-prescription sunglasses and Readers.**
  - Box and label Readers by the following Optic Groups (0-.75, 1.00-1.75, 2.00-2.75, etc.) The prescription is usually on the eyeglass temples. (Example below is +2.50)
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  - Box and label Non-prescription Sunglasses separately. No sorting necessary.
  - **Option 1:** We recommend that clubs give the Non-prescription sunglasses and Readers away free at local community events such as (Dragon Boat Festival, Buffalo Bill Days or 4th of July Festivals, etc.), shelters, senior residences etc. This will provide good PR for the Lions Clubs of Colorado and help members of your local community.
  - **Option 2:** Box and Label for sending to the District Processing Center.

Step Five: All remaining Single Prescription/Bifocals/Progressives.

- All remaining single prescription and bifocal/progressives glasses should be boxed and labeled for sending to the District Processing Center for processing with Lensometers and distribution to Mission Groups.